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Introduction - He have studied d i j e t f inal s ta tes
produced in hard hadron c o l l i s i o n s at Fernilab using
the E-609 calorimetric detector . This ca lor ineter has
132 towers of four layers each, in a protect ive geone-
try. In order to measure d i j e t cross sect ions a t
Fernilab energies , i t i s necessary to accurately eval-
uate backgrounds from non-jet p a r t i c l e s . For t h i s
purpose, we have used a model-independent background
analysis method as v e i l as comparisons with 4 - j e t
Monte Carlo models.
The resu l t s given here used a trigger we called
the two-high, requiring that any two ca lor ineter
towers each c o l l e c t nore than 1.3 GeV of transverse
energy. In the o f f l ine ana lys i s , a je t - f inding a lgo-
rithn with a cone half-angle of 55° was used. The
value of PT was taken as the average of the two high-
est p.p j e t s found in each event. Extensive Monte
Carlo studies were made of backgrounds, trigger e f f i -
ciency, and resolution e f f e c t s .
pp •*• Pi j e t s at 400 GgV - The measured invariant
cross sect ion as a function of p̂ . i s shown in Fig.
1. The nean c m . angle i s 80° , and there i s a + !'/•
systematic uncertainty in the p̂ . s ca le . Background i s
small above 6 GeV/c. The curves show OCD r.odel pre-
dict ions using various structure function assumptions.
Agreer^nt with the OCD nodel curves i s Rood, particu-
larly in s lope.
CM
GeV, we have nade a detailed search for the h* .n r-
tvist process proposed by Berger and Brodsky . In this
process, the entire energy at the Incident pion goes
Into dijet production, leaving an event with no
forward bean jet and satisfying two-body kinematics.
Two initial requlreoents were inposed: that the
c.n. angle of both jets be greater than 40°, and that
the average jet p^ be greater than 3 GeV/c. An exam-
ination of the forward energy flow was then nade.
Higher-twist events should have little or no forward
energy and are expected nainly In the pion induced
events, allowing the proton induced dijets to be used
as a background sanple. A variable Xg was defined as
the ratio of the forward energy flow (8C n^ < 30°) to
the total energy. The distribution of this variable
wes studied as a function of the planarity. For non-
jetty ever-ts (with planarity < 0.5), there was little
differcr.ce In the wp and pp Xg distributions.
For larger planarity, the Xg distributions were
found to differ. Figure 2 shows the Xg distribution
for events with plansrity > 0.95. The curves are only
to guide the eye. There are 75 events at low Xg for
plons compared to 3 events for the proton sample.
When these events are examined it is found that they
balance transverse conentun nonentun well and do have
cost of the bean energy IF. the dijets. Further analy-
sis is being carried out to investigate whether such
events night also arise fron triggering on fluctua-
tions in bean jets or fron differences In the struc-
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